Online learning for 3D/4D transperineal ultrasound of the pelvic floor.
To evaluate the feasibility of an online learning process for performing and analysing 3D/4D transperineal ultrasound imaging of the pelvic floor. A prospective study was conducted with 20 patients. The learning process of three inexperienced examiners (IEs) performing and analysing 3D/4D transperineal ultrasound volumes was evaluated. The learning process for the IEs was conducted online by an expert examiner (EE); no face-to-face tutoring was provided. The IEs' competency and analysis of the volumes were estimated using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The interobserver analysis of the levator hiatus dimensions provided by the EE and those from each IE (for the 20 studied cases) had ICCs ranging from 0.81 to 0.96. The dimensions of the levator hiatus performed by the IEs for the first 10 patients showed ICCs ranging from 0.55 to 0.9. However, when the IEs proceeded with the next 10 patients, they obtained ICCs ranging from 0.81 to 0.96. Conducting 3D/4D transperineal ultrasound of the pelvic floor is a technique that can be learned online in a short period of time. A learning programme designed specifically for this purpose provides excellent reliability.